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About This Game

太陽の塩 - A Sun Of Salt

Unravel the mystery, the horror, and the people aboard your ship as captain of a small crew on a lifelong mission into the
unknown.

Game Features:

Visual novel gameplay.

Get to know an evolving cast of characters.

Take part in a dramatic sci-fi tale that can turn from romance to horror in an instant.
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Unravel the true nature of your mission.

Experience love, death, or friendship in branching paths that lead to one of 4 endings.

Get a small glimpse into the mind of your crew with experimental technology.
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Genre: Indie
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Publisher:
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a sun of salt walkthrough. a sun of salt. the sun summer salt chords. a sun of salt game. the sun bar salt lake city. the sun tavern
salt lake city. a sun of salt steam. the sun salt lake city. the sun trapp salt lake city ut. the sun trapp salt lake city. the sun summer
salt ukulele chords. the sun summer salt lyrics. a sun of salt download

love this game!. The English was so bad in this that I couldn't even keep playing. I can usually figure out the main points of what
a bad translation is saying, but not htis time. Do not wasted your time until the translation is improved.. its a really nice game to
play with your friends and have a quite large player base. The only downfall of the game is a lots of hackers. In matchmaking u
can encounter to hackers in almost every alternative match even when u are a Prime Member.
Hope Valve will have better solution for this kind of things in future.. good old tetris & it's variations
-too bad no one online. i cry its so funny game if u alone dont buy it
it need funny stupid friends. An easy to recommend Hidden Object and puzzle game!

Beautifully done 3D style graphics, nice soothing music, funny storyline and good puzzler.
The camera controls on some levels can be a little weird at first, but once you have gotten used to it, I feel it added to the
charms. Several styles of hidden object, many different logic, memory, 'follow me' and other mini puzzles give good variety.
There are 14 areas/levels most containing mini areas inside. For me it felt the right length. I got a good 4 hours out of it, going
for gold on time/hints completion. Definitely worth the pennies when it's on offer.

Let your kids smart enough to stop eating crayons play this and play together with the ones that aren't. Secretly go for gold when
they have gone to bed.. Not working on my 2.2ghz dualcore Lenovo laptop.. I have to admit I've had this game in my library for
quite a while without touching it, and just a few weeks back I finally decided to play it.

Great gameplay, a wonderful story, super graphics, and just a lot of fun!

If unsure, wait for a Steam sale & then get the GOTY Edition for 5 bucks.
It's definitely a must-have in every library!

Amazing entry into the Tomb Raider trilogy, cannot wait to start with Rise of the Tomb Raider ❤️

10/10
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I'm very disappointed from the game,
The game moves slowly and annoying and frustrating:
The season can not be played online,
The shots of the ball is not real in most of the blows,
The player dribbles the ball too long before serving, it is impossible to stop it.
It is difficult to direct the blows during the game, I aim towards the left side of the field and it strikes straight (including
serving)
The player's editing ability is very narrow and boring
In season you can not go back if you have chosen to participate in a tournament or a game, if you have confirmed you must play
it.. Got this for £0.49. All you do is move a block around letters and it's a bit difficult but despite that I'm really enjoying this.
Got it cheap thankfully. Got alot of negetive review but ... to each thier own.. Nice to demo VR to people.. promising concept.
Hard work of the developer might have good results... but still there's a long path for you to walk.. Worst game i every payed
for. 10\/10. Worst. Game. Ever. Don't buy it it's just another Unity assets game.
sooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo bad. This game is as fun as it looks, but, Nick, if you're reading
this, please fix the AI. They seem to know I am already in the area in a level, and even if they are walking away from me, as
soon as i take a step, they start attacking! Please fix this, and also the enemies cause me to lag, and I can barely attack them..
Cool city building game. In this case, set in the roman era. Not better than Civ City Rome. But still an oright game.. The novelty
of this game wears off fairly quickly. The concept of tapping into your local weather data is interesting, but ultimately there isn't
much substance to this. The dev has said that his motivation behind creating this game was to make something calming, so I
guess you could call it that, but mainly it's just dull.. Its a good game but some Hunters are tunneling good runners but its good.
10/10
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